[Challenges of transfusion medicine].
Transfusion medicine has the logic of a therapeutic chain applied to labile blood components and cell therapy products, within a coherent structure, such as the recently created Etablissement français du sang. Faced to the threat of emerging--sometimes hypothetical--transfusion risks, such as the possible transmission of BSE by blood transfusion, the precaution principle requires developing strategies to reduce labile blood components consumption, by strictly defining the framework of blood transfusion prescription and encouraging the search for red blood cell and platelet substitutes. In the field of alternatives to labile blood components, research has however yielded few results. The future of transfusion medicine lies in biotechnology: cell (and gene) therapy will become part of novel therapeutic strategies for the treatment of numerous pathologies in man. Transfusion medicine will have to consider the significant advances achieved over the last few years in the field of multipotent stem cells. Transfusion medicine will thus find its place in the promising field of innovating therapies.